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Eagle Aruba Resort & Casino. Bon Bini! Experience a world of limitless adventure and sun-filled days at
Eagle Aruba Resort & Casino. in Aruba. Our resort and casino is just a short stroll to the white sands of
Eagle Beach and centrally located in Aruba’s low-rise district, tucked away from the crowds in a quiet
setting. Explore Relaxing Accommodations. We're well-known on the island for our spacious suites

which all includes kitchenettes. Three Bedroom - Premium Penthouse. This perfect family penthouse
consists of two floors, is luxurious and fully equipped. The penthouse is also ideal for groups of friends
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that love to go on vacation together, but who still enjoy privacy. Rates from xxxx$ One Bedroom -
Premium King. The premium king rooms are gorgeous suites with an atmospheric interior. It is the

perfect room for couples and families who want to enjoy a little bit of extra space and comfort. Rates
from xxxx$ One Bedroom - Premium Double. The premium double rooms are beautiful suites with an

atmospheric interior. It is the perfect room for couples and families who want to enjoy a little bit of extra
space and comfort. Rates from xxxx$ One Bedroom - Premium Condo. The one bedroom premium

condos are gorgeous suites with an atmospheric interior. It is the perfect room for couples and families
who want to enjoy a little bit of extra space and comfort. Rates from xxxx$ Two Bedroom - Premium King.
The two bedroom premium king is a beautifully renovated suite with an atmospheric interior. The suite is
perfect for couples and families who want to enjoy space and comfort. Rates from xxxx$ Recreation. In

addition to Eagle Beach, one of the Top 10 beaches in the world, Eagle Aruba Resort & Casino is near
a myriad of entertainment options, numerous attractions, live cultural events and, of course, the best
dining experiences. When you need a break from the action, grab a book (or turn on your tablet) and
check out the pools. Experience our newly renovated water slide pool with new water activities for the
kids, enjoy the tranquility of the waterfall pool by yourself or simply indulge and relax at the "Adult Only"
Pool. Special Offers. Enjoy Our Exciting Offers. Whether you’re planning an Aruba vacation months in
advance or in need of a last-minute beach getaway with friends or your significant other, Eagle Aruba

Resort & Casino offers a variety of hotel deals and holiday specials throughout the year. Enjoy our best
offers and be on your way to sun-splashed Eagle Beach in Aruba. Stay 7 Nights and Pay 6. Stay for 7

nights and get 1 night complementary! Choose your favorite suite and indicate that you want to make use
of our package. We look forward to welcoming you in our lovely hotel!” 
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